OPTEMPO TRAINING GROUP
2-DAY TCCC LIVE-FIRE

TCCC COMBAT COURSE
One of our premier courses, we present an intensive 2-day tactical all combatants medical course that culminates with live-fire medical exercises. TCCC was designed for the Special Operations medical community and continues to evolve and find a home in any branch of public safety that has the potential to respond to violence or the aftermath.

TOPICS
TCCC/TECC curriculum
Top tier emergency medical care techniques
Equipment and supply considerations
Combat level rifle and pistol work
Hot zone evac procedures
Small unit shoot & move tactics

DETAILS
Two-day course consisting of classroom, hands-on, and practical application.
$450 tuition. Hosted by Newark PD, CA.
April 23rd-24th 9am-5pm.
Sign-up at: www.optempotraining.com

CONTACT INFORMATION
OpTempo Training Group
Website: www.optempotraining.com
Email: admin@optempotraining.com
Phone: 925-290-7050